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The event took place between 20:00 and 00:00 local time and three major airports of the Hellenic FIR were staffed, those of Athens (Eleytherios Venizelos LGAV), Thessaloniki
(Makedonia LGTS) and Herakleion (Nikos Kazantzakis LGIR). Check the debriefing of this event below! 1) Lappeenranta (EKL) - Helsinki Rantakangas (HLIN)2) Stockholm Skavsta

(ESMS) - Malmo Sturup (MLMV)3) Kavala (LGKV) - Ioaninna (LGIO)4) Thessaloniki (LGTS) - Ioaninna (LGIO)5) Alexandroupolis (LGAL) - Thessaloniki (LGTS)6) Helsinki (HLIN) - Helsinki
Rantakangas (HLIN)7) Helsinki (HLIN) - Kapellskop (MKHW) [Update:May 2nd 2011 - FTX EU ESSA Stockholm Arlanda Airport Quad is now available in the 'Permanent' section,

uploaded with the first Monthly release of the year. After 10 requests for Swedish airports, ESSA, Malmo Sturup and Stockholm Skavsta are added as well.] [Update:May 23rd 2011 -
FTX EU ESSA Stockholm Arlanda Airport Quad is now available in the 'Permanent' section, uploaded with the second Monthly release of the year. Favourite airports yet? By the way:
I'm still waiting for an answer from a few of you regarding the possible inclusion of EKL and HLIN into the next version of FTX.] great example of how to add a unique touch to your
fsdg airport. in this demo you will see the thessaloniki airport in p3d/fsx a flying over of the many buildings and details and then some more. interior, exterior and runway models.

our fsdg team has completed the 1st release of thessaloniki x scenery which is based on a real airport! there are a lot of great things included that make this scenery a great
addition to the many airports available from the fsx/p3d community.
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Please note that this is a free event, no reason to pack and pay for the cost of fuel and the price of flight ticket. To visit Makedonia from Sweden click
http://www.easyjet.com/easyjet-flight-search?utf8=%E2%9C%93 (in Swedish). Please note that in order to enter the airport you will need a passport. Passport details are not

allowed to be shown on the page. Other passengers (pilots or not) will be advised on arrival that you are Makedonian. The airport itself has only two runways which are the only 24h
open per day: 1 (left to right in the following pics). In order to arrive to the LGTS airport you have to depart from Stockholm-Arlanda Airport (SAA)The airport code is where you want

to depart from: SAA. However, you can inform the air traffic control where you want to depart to. The release includes all of Sweden and Denmark, including several more small
airports like Kastrup in Copenhagen, Landvetter airport in Gothenburg, even airports in tiny towns like Krampe in Denmark! The problem is, they are not a-player airports, and the
inclusion of these airports causes error messages when the game starts, even when downloading manually. Only really work on newer configs. In earlier beta it gave the error that
the airport was not accessible, even though it was. A workaround is to create a new airport template for them, using the old version of the airport, then everything will work fine. I

cannot post the images, but someone on AVSIM can, but they need a contact from the local airport. More details soon! This version fixes the errors that appeared when
downloading the P3D file from the Cdroms website.The airports include, but not limited to: ESSA - Stockholm ArlandaESGB - Stockholm BrommaESKY - Stockholm BrommaESKA -
Goteborg LandvetterESKW - Gothenburg LandvetterESSB - Stockholm BrommaEGL - Olofsfjord, Gothenburg (support for Stockholm Bromma will be added when Swedish trace is

updated) 5ec8ef588b
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